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This issue will cover:

3     2020 Photo Competition Results
 4 The Coast to Coast Walk Part One
 6 Annual  General Meeting round up
 8 Norway in the Nineties Part IV
10 Member Profile : Graham Baldry
11 Appeal by Adrian Lowe & BMC event
12 21 tops to do between your jabs !
14 2021 meet card
15 Tuesday evening virtual walking   

 answers
16 Tuesday evening walking (for real !)

Dates  and meeting places  for  Tuesdays in  April  and May are on the back page.   A 
tentative 'meet card' for 2021 has been produced (see page 14).  This will evolve through 
the year so keep reading your emails.

For those completers of 'Phil's Hills' who need a fresh list to get stuck into locally Rick  
Robson has kindly drawn up a sequel entitled '21 tops to do between your jabs' (see 
pages 12 and 13).  It comes with advice on recommended refreshment stops on the way 
home for some in the list.  Ticking off all the  cafés won't get you the Harry Gregory 
Trophy but will help the hospitality industry.

Longstanding members may recall that 10-15 years ago the Newsletter ran a series of 
'member profiles'.  Mountaineers could find out a bit more about their fellow members 
by reading their responses to a list of set questions.   With some new faces about this has  
been revived and the first repondent is our new Treasurer Graham Baldry.  See page 10.

Could  I  also  draw your  attention  to  a  worthwhile  appeal  for  the  air  ambulance  by 
Adrian Lowe (page 11).  Adrian had cause to require it's use once, as he describes, and 
has  recently   walked  up  Earl's  Hill  multiple  times  in  an  appeal  worthy  of  your 
consideration.
Finally thanks as always to all this month's contributors Graham Daly, Editor

The change in the clocks has coincided with a mild upturn in 
optimism in the UK Covid wise as unlocking proceeds.
However before looking forward I must record a well done to 
those who organised the club's first ever Zoom AGM back in 
January.  It all went well on the night.  For those who were 
unable to log in Jan has done a summary on pages 6 and 7.
Looking forward April 2021 is much the same as June 2020 
with Tuesday night walks resuming but with members to set 
off in groups of six rather than one mass party.

Deadline for the next newsletter is 10th May 2021.  Any photographs should be a 
separate JPEG.

Spring Forward

Cover photo:
This  was  the  winning  picture  in  the 
'Landscape'  category  in  the  2020  photo 
competition,  the  results  of  which  were 
announced at  the  virtual  AGM in January. 
Taken by Jeremy Adams it  was voted first 
among 79 entries in this group.  Jerry's photo 
was taken on a trip to Snowdonia and shows 
Llyn Gwynant.
See  also  Gareth's  round  up  of  the  photo 
competition on page 3 opposite
The winning picture  in  the  other  category, 
by  Mike  Blakemore,  is  reproduced  on  the 
back cover.
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With thanks to Gareth for his unseen work processing all the entries and votes etc. - Ed.

Well it was all a bit different this year wasn’t it. However, despite lockdowns and social 
distancing the entries  for  the annual  photo  competition showed that  you can’t  keep 
mountaineers  from  finding  some  way  of  mountaineering.   It  also  provided  some 
interesting interpretations of “The pandemic didn’t stop me doing this” category. I am 
sorry Ellis’s facial hair didn’t make the shortlist as he was clearly very proud of it. 

There were 79 photos submitted by 21 members for the Landscape category and 37 photos from 
12 members for the “Pandemic didn’t stop me doing this” category.

The winners and runners up were : 

Landscape runner up by Adam James

Landscape – Winner was Jeremy Adams with 
his photo of Llyn Gwynant in Snowdonia (see 
front cover). Runner up was Adam James with 
his  photo  of  Hopton  Wood  in  Shropshire 
(right).

The Pandemic Didn’t Stop Me Doing this – 
Winner was Mike Blakemore with his photo of 
a  prospective  new  member  deciding  to  sink 
into  the  bog  on  Aran  Fawddwy on her  first 
outing (see back cover).  Runner up was David 
Jakeman with his photo of members on Crib 
Goch on a club meet before anyone had heard 
of Covid 19! See below.

2020 Photo Competition Results

Look closely and you'll see club members silhouetted  
on the  crest  of  Crib  Goch in this  runner-up photo  
taken by Dave Jakeman.  It was captured on a club  
day meet on the Snowdon Horseshoe (co-ordinated by  
Sean Toms).  Date March 1st 2020.

Winners each received £25 vouchers 
redeemable at Go Outdoors, Blacks 
or Millets.

Thank  you  to  all  who  took  part. 
Remember,  you can  send me your 
entries  for  the  2021  competition  at 
any  time;  no  need  to  wait  until  I 
send  out  reminders  before 
Christmas.  Categories will return to 
Landscape and Mountaineering. Up 
to 6 entries per person per category.

    Gareth Egarr
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Steph and I were very fortunate to find a window of opportunity open between the UK 
pandemic lockdowns.  The usual precautionary measures had to be observed on public 
transport and at bed & breakfast stops en route, but our planned undertaking of the 
Coast to Coast Walk was feasible. Thus we set off at the end of September 2020 on our 
two-week adventure.

The legendary Alfred Wainwright (AW) devised the Coast to Coast (C to C) walk shortly 
after his retirement as clerk at Kendal Council in 1967.  This is a strenuous walk, not for 
the faint-hearted, covering some 192 miles across the Lake District, the Yorkshire Dales 
and the North York Moors.   Starting at St Bees on the Irish Sea, it goes through some of 
the most exhilarating countryside you might imagine and finishes on the North Sea at 
Robin Hood’s Bay.

The idea is to start at the beach in St Bees, dip your toes in the Irish Sea and collect a 
pebble to throw into the North Sea when you arrive at your destination. 

AW’s Route Map at St Bees with AW himself,  the  
creator of the walk, pictured bottom right.

The next  day we climbed up along the south side  of  Ennerdale  Water.  Some of  the 
scrambling  proved  a  challenge  for  me  but  we  persevered  and  were  rewarded  with 
magnificent views of Pillar, Red Pike and Haystacks.  We followed the River Lisa until  
the evergreen trees thinned out and then spotted Black Sail Youth Hostel in a lovely but 
remote setting.  A steep climb passed along Loft Beck to the top of Drum House followed 
by an even steeper descent along the old tramway into the Honister Pass and from there 
to our B and B in Seathwaite (Borrowdale).

The Coast to Coast Walk
Part One: St Bees to Shap through the Lake District (69 miles)

by Grahame James.  Photographs by the author.

To begin the C to C you head north-
west  away  from  the  direction  you 
wish  to  walk.  After  rounding  the 
lighthouse,  however,  the  route  turns 
inland  and  goes  through  the  old 
industrial heartland of Moor Row and 
Cleator. The Guidebook (Stedman and 
Butler,  2020)  waxes  eloquently  about 
the splendid view over Sellafield, the 
Isle  of  Man  and the  Lakes  from the 
summit of Dent hill.  However when 
we  arrived  at  the  top  we  could  see 
nothing but mist! After a long descent 
through  the  clag  we  arrived  in  a 
charming  valley  called  Nannycatch 
and then onto our first night’s B&B at 
Ennerdale Bridge.
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AW notes that Borrowdale is one of the most beautiful valleys in the Lakes and I would 
agree with him. But it does get more than its fair share of rain!  (According to Wikipedia  
'Seathwaite is the wettest inhabited place in the UK'– Ed).  True to form, our next day from 
Rosthwaite to Grasmere was awful with driving rain and thick mist. The paths became 
streams and waterfalls, and we lost our way.  Avoiding some of the precipitous cliffs we 
used our map and compass skills to work out our position before heading down to one 
of the tarns we spotted through the mist. I fell in the river twice during crossings and 
Steph’s waterproof was useless at keeping her dry.  We found our B&B in Grasmere and 
proceeded to dry our clothes on the radiators!

Bad weather on the route from Seatoller to Grasmere.
The  beautiful  rainbow which  greeted  us  
just as we entered Patterdale

The next morning we set off late after buying a more effective waterproof for Steph 
from the  climbing shop in  Grasmere.  The weather  improved and we headed up to 
Grisedale Tarn spotting a red squirrel  on the way. Steph became upset because she 
could still see the Irish Sea from Grisedale! The route from Grasmere to Patterdale was 
straightforward  and  we  were  greeted  by  a  beautiful  rainbow  just  as  we  entered 
Patterdale (see photo above right).

That night we stayed at Old Water View B&B. This is a famous hotel frequented by AW 
and the hotel’s owner, Jeff Walker, is interviewed on Julia Bradbury’s DVD about 
Wainwright’s Coast to Coast.

The next morning, we were up at dawn and walking just after 7am at the start of a 
tough 16.5 mile day from Patterdale to Shap. The climb upwards was a relentless 5 
miles to the highest point on the C to C – Kidsty Pike (2559 feet) followed by a very 
steep descent to the shores of Haweswater Reservoir and then several big climbs on the 
path alongside the reservoir.  We found this an energy sapping day and after passing 
the ruins of Shap Abbey we arrived in Shap after dark to find our accommodation.

To be continued 
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Annual General Meeting
Tuesday January 26th 2021 by Zoom

A selection of the participants captured in a screenshot by Brenda Duffy

With some element of trepidation we took to Zoom for a well attended and surprisingly 
smooth running AGM without any technical  hitches or requests  to  ‘mute’  /’unmute’. 
Altogether 42 members were there including several who would not normally be able to 
come such as Pete McAree.

The full minutes of the proceedings will be in next January’s newsletter prior to the 2022 
AGM but  in  the meantime you may like to  be reminded of  who was elected to  the 
committee. There was a particular welcome for new committee members Graham Baldry 
(straight in as Treasurer replacing Mike Blakemore who moved up to Chairman), Sean 
Toms who will keep an eye on climbing and Kevin Draper.  Brenda Duffy stood down 
from the committee after 7 years but will continue to be in charge of subscriptions.

SMC Officers and committee for 2021 (following AGM)

Chair Mike Blakemore   Committee Catherine Allen Gareth Egarr
Treasurer Graham Baldry Andy Bentley Cheryl Foster
Secretary Jan Campbell Kevin Draper Sean Toms 
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Roger Skews retired as Chair after 7 years of service and was presented with a gift of a 
plant  for  his  garden.  This  involved a  cunning plan and Roger’s  wife  Janet  who was 
summoned to present the plant at the appropriate moment. 

A  similar  strategy,  involving  Larry’s  wife  Alex,  was  used  for  awarding  the  Harry 
Gregory Trophy to one half of the winning partnership of Larry King and Rick Robson.

Joint  Harry  Gregory  winner  Larry  with  the  
Trophy (presented by his wife Alex, right)

The other joint winner Rick Robson 
pictured  on Zoom

(Larry and Rick were awarded the Trophy for their outstanding achievement in completing all 60  
of  Phil's  Hills  in  a  mere  6 days  in July  2020,  cycling between hills.  Rick's  account of  their  
adventure was included in the September 2020 issue of the newsletter).

Jan Campbell

If you couldn't spot yourself in the first 'zoom room' screenshot by Brenda then maybe you are in  
this one – Ed.
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I once had a T-shirt which proudly displayed the three Norwegian inventions of the 
Cheese  Slice,  the  Paperclip,  and  the  Ski.   In  this  final  part  (first  instalment)  of 
reminiscences from our time in Norway I’ll be concentrating on the ski.

Sometime towards the end of October driving home from work the mountains in the 
distant North would shine white in the sun, a sure sign that the snow was coming. 
Probably a week after that it would snow in our local mountains. From then until Easter 
it was snow time.  In fact the weekend after Easter was the time when, by law, you had 
to take your snow tyres off.  Farmers  used to spread ash on the snow in the valley  
bottoms around then to make it melt and ease the transition.  Living near the coast it 
used to come and go a bit but up the hill it stayed white for many months.   Sirdal, about 
50 miles away, was our most extensive local ski area.

Norway in the Nineties
with a little help from YouTube

A Scandinavian reminiscence, Part  IV -  'Winter', first instalment  by Tim Tindle

Near Gala in Norway

To start with it was downhill only but we soon converted to cross country (x-c) skiing 
because then we could go anywhere.

Here’s a short film which shows some of Sirdal:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hQuRcxH0vo

Buying skis was difficult for an expat.  The Norwegians just bought skis from the local 
hardware store and fitted their  own bindings (no specialist  shops like High Sports). 
Waxing was in their DNA.  We didn’t have a hope. There was one shop out of town in  
the village of Algard that hired skies and were more helpful.  A work colleague took 
mercy on me and I spent hours in his garage learning about ski preparation, grip wax, 
glide wax, klister, all stuff he had learned from his grandfather from the age of 3! So I 
learnt a little bit.  A couple of years passed and I was asked to write a pamphlet “an 
introduction to skiing in Norway” for the expat community in Rogaland and started 
organising English speaking ski evenings at that Algard shop.

mailto:mail@shrewsburymc.com
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Tim coming up a hill

Our  first  attempts  at  trips  out  were  with 
Sveinung  (the  friend  with  the  garage)  who 
obviously thought we could go anywhere out 
over the vidda.  That is until we came across 
some  seriously  frozen  ice  –  no  edges  –  no 
chance – Sveinung danced down the hill, poles 
and  arms  flailing  and  managed   to  survive 
upright, as somehow did I but Penny , well her 
coccyx took one hell of a hit and she couldn’t 
sit down comfortably for a month!

We then helped organise a two weekend DNT 
cross  country ski  training for  expats  –  skiing 
around fields and began to master “running on 
skis”.

From  then  it  was  up  and  away  with  ever 
increasing  ski  tours  –  the  best  trips  were  on 
prepared  x-c  tracks  of  which  there  were  not 
many around us so we started going to x-c ski 
resorts like Hovden. This opened up a whole 
new  world,  as  did  discovering  I  could  ski 
down a red run on x-c skis!

Heres a short 3 minute film on x-c skiing 
around Hovden

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7wtZqMfKR-4

The biggest joy of x-c skiing is the emptiness. 
You take your sandwich & coffee with you and 
you can go for  hours  without  seeing anyone 
else and when you do, you stop for a chat .  A 
far cry from the mentality of “out of my way” 
and  the  lift  queues  of  crowded downhill  ski 
resorts.

You can ski tour,  heavier skis,  heavier boots, 
big ruck sacks and ski off into the wilderness 
with little or no tracks to remote huts but there 
is  no  need:  there  are  prepared  tracks 
everywhere.  You  can,  for  instance,  ski  on 
prepared tracks from Olso to Bergen.

To be concluded

Close up of prepared x-c track

mailto:mail@shrewsburymc.com
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Favourite tipple ?
Probably real ale....or malt whisky....
or red wine , OK, beer !

Grid Reference or What3words ?
Grid Reference every time

Mountain-based aspirations
To lead any long mountain HVS again

One pair of socks or two ?
With modern boots it's one.  Old leather
was always two.

Favourite piece of gear/ kit
Whatever piece of protection I've clipped into 
last !

Cream tea or pint ?
4pm: cream tea.  Post 6pm : a pint.

You will recognise me on the hill because . . . .
I'll be running down it (but never up), and I'll 
generally be dressed in black.

Member Profile – Graham Baldry
Favourite mountain/ ascent
Don't  have one but I'll list a couple of my 
memorable days out that remain favourites :

1. Climbing Central Gully on Great End in 
the  Lake District  in  perfect  conditions  : 
very cold with a blue sky.

2. Skiing  down  to  the  Trient  Hut  on  the 
Haute Route (Alps) with a foot of powder 
on hard pack.

Walking  poles or not ?
Poles and two of them.  But generally on the 
'big' hills – not a Tuesday night in Shropshire !     

What piece of advice would you most like
to pass on ?
Most accidents happen in descent,
so don't run down hills !

Graham by the toposcope at Pole Bank, the  
highest point on the Long Mynd.  True to  
his response below left he's largely dressed  
in black.
Tent or hut ?
They both have their  place but  a tent 
gets one to more interesting places !

Solo or with friends ?
Friends (particularly on rock !)

Unusual  thing  about  you  that 
members may not know 
I'm  mostly  blind  in  my  left  eye  and 
deaf in my right ear !

Watch, phone, Garmin or paper map ?
'Memory  Map'  on  my  phone  (with  a 
paper map and compass as backup).

Proudest achievement in the hills / 
on the crags
Dream  of  White  Horses  (2nd)  and 
Cemetery  Gates  (lead)  on  the  same 
weekend . . .
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From Adrian Lowe . . . . .

Hello

In 2012 the Midland Air Ambulance helicopter came out to me (24  June   - a beautiful 
Sunday afternoon), as I had a climbing accident on Earl Hill.  Eventually I was lifted off 
by a Sea King helicopter to Royal Shrewsbury Hospital and subsequently had my right 
foot pinned at Gobowen.  I went on to get involved with running D of E expeditions with 
Scouting locally and obtained my Mountain Leader summer Certificate, so have always 
been grateful.

During this latest lockdown I have been walking up Earl Hill from home most days, and 
thought of Ben Nevis that I have been up most February half terms with the Shropshire  
Borders Scout Mountain group over the last few years.  I worked out 9 ascents would be 
the equivalent of going up Ben Nevis, so that is what I plan on doing on 27 March 2021.   I 
hope you will consider giving to this great charity.

You can help me raise money for this great cause by donating directly to my fundraising 
page.

JustGiving  sends  your  donation  straight  to  Midlands  Air  Ambulance  Charity  and 
automatically reclaims Gift Aid if you are a UK taxpayer, so your donation is worth even 
more.

Thank you for your support!
Adrian

BMC event  :

On Thursday April 22nd 7-9.30 pm.  the BMC is holding a Hiking Essentials event which 
is mainly aimed at people starting out with hillwalking but also invaluable as a refresher 
for those of us who have been out there for a few years.  I attended their Winter Essentials 
one and it was really good.  It costs £4.99 and you can book through
 
www.thebmc.co.uk/hikingessentials 

Let’s hope we can start putting our skills to good use soon.

Jan

mailto:mail@shrewsburymc.com
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DESCRIPTION GRID 
REF

HEIGHT
(* = approx)

NOTES
including after walk
refreshment advice

1 Short Ditch trig point
Another excuse to visit the 
Kerry Ridgeway drovers' road

SO
220 881

475m Poetry Pharmacy, 
Bishop’s Castle 
(includes a cafe area).

2 Lan Fawr
Located beside yet another 
example of a drovers' road

SO
297 968

426m

3 Beacon Ring
Trees planted to celebrate the 
1953 Coronation. Another old 
drovers' road across Long 
Mountain.

SJ
265 058

408m Also situated on the 
route of the Offa's 
Dyke National Trail.

4 Middle Knuck SO
261 865

408m

5 Hopton Titterhill
Another well developed area 
of woodland. Includes MTB 
trails.

SO
355 773

397m

6 Selattyn Hill SJ
252 342

372m Liar Liar coffee house, 
Oswestry

7 High Vinnals
Visit here in the Bluebell 
season

SO
477 725

370m Csons Coffee House, 
Linney, Ludlow.

8 Burrow Hill Fort
Spectacular and huge !

SO
382 831

358m

9 Nordy Bank Hill Fort
Near Brown Clee hill

SO
575 847

340m*

10 Grit Hill
Part of the Mucklewick walk

SO
339 982

334m

11 Croft Ambrey Hill Fort
On the Mortimer Trail long 
distance footpath.   At the 
adjacent Croft Castle (National 
Trust) have some Sherry and 
find those famous Spanish 
Chestnut trees !

SO
445 668

320m Herefordshire.
Visit The Sun Inn, 
Leintwardine in the. 
same county.

21 tops to do between your Jabs ! !
A sequel to Phil's Hills.  Compiled by Rick Robson
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DESCRIPTION GRID 
REF

HEIGHT
(* = approx)

NOTES
including after walk
refreshment advice

12 Little Caradoc
Always in the shadow of its 
big brother !

SO
483 961

320m*

13 Castle Hill
Tucked away and rarely 
visited.

SO
460 962

220m*

14 Hawkstone Park Obelisk SJ
579 293

208m

15 Bausley Hill
An outlier of the Breiddens 
overlooking the flood plain

SJ
325 147

200m*

16 Poles Coppice A delightful 
Nature Reserve; also on the 
route of the Chris Bagley walk

SJ
390 045

165m* Shropshiregreatoutdoors
.co.uk

17 Old Oswestry Hillfort
One of the largest in the 
Welsh Marches and on the 
route of St. Oswald’s Trail.

SJ
295 310

165m Canal Central café, 
Maesbury Marsh

18 Grug Hill SJ
379 230

141m

19 Lilleshall Hill and Obelisk SJ
729 156

132m

20 Colemere
Explore these fine wetlands

SJ
435 333

88m

21 Rope Walk, Coalbrookdale
A walk past the Quakers' 
graveyard

SJ
663 054

75m* Eighty-Six'd, Coffee 
House, Ironbridge.
Greenwood Trust café, 
Coalbrookdale
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2021 meet card, subject to covid restrictions

April 11        Rhobell Fawr       (possibly) Catherine Allen
April 25        Black Mountains (possibly) Chris Wood

May  9           ??? Catherine Allen
May 22-29     Ullapool.   Camping at the Broomfield Holiday Park

Book for caravans/campervans wanting electricity. Keep an eye on their 
 website for tent information. Last year they only opened for self contained 

units and their toilet blocks remained shut.  Meet coordinator: Jan Campbell

June 4-5         Hathersage, North Lees campsite.
This is near Stanage so excellent for the climbers. Make your own booking 
for the campsite a.s.a.p and then let Tracy know.
Meet coordinator:    Tracy Whyte

June 13 Glyder Fach, Dolmen buttress     Phil Latter

June 25-27 Welsh 3000s, Clwt y Bel.
On June 21st the government’s plan in England is remove all remaining 
restrictions. If the Welsh agree and this happens we will have a big meet at 
Clwt y Bel with a BBQ to celebrate. If anyone feels fit enough to do the 
3000s then they can have support.   Jan Campbell

July 2-3 Little Langdale Catherine Allen
July 18 North Berwyn Way  Graham Daly

August 1 Carneddau Heather Smith
August 15 Lleyn Peninsula Gareth Egarr
Aug 27-30 Clwt y Bel BBQ weekend
August 22/ Dolomites ??  Maybe not a foreign trip just yet.     Chris Wood
      Sept 4
Sept 10-11 Yorkshire Dales Cheryl Foster
Sept 26 Cnicht Catherine Allen

October 2-7 Trossachs Tim Tindle
Oct 8-9 Clwt y Bel maintenance
Oct 22/23 Stoney Middleton hut booked for Fri/Sat nights. Tracy Whyte.
Oct 24 Day walk in the Stoney area to tie in with Tracy’s group.    David Jakeman.

November 6 Three Fishes , 8pm Shrewsbury
Nov 7 The Roaches Gareth Egarr
Nov 21 Chirk Jan Campbell

Dec 4 Clwt y Bel Xmas party Jan Campbell
Dec 19 pre Xmas local walk. 
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The answers to Gareth's clues posed in the January issue are revealed below :

Date Meeting Place Pub Snack
02/02/2021 Has Gerald been knighted where 

they inter Italian bridges?
gcstoehcg (2 words)

Surgery, Pontesbury Scotch Egg 

09/02/2021 You can’t withdraw cash from this 
alimentary wall.

stdupnaleseta (2 words) 

Canalside, Chirk Bank Salted Peanuts

16/02/2021 Where they load the boats by Fe 
Span.

cpnssoneiahrneceidos 
(4 words)

The Wharfage, Ironbridge Cheese and Onion Crisps

23/02/2021 Where St. Oswald put a pony on a 
mare?

aifcimsrpes (2 words)

Oswestry Racecourse Scampi Fries

02/03/2021 The eel is back before the Badger 
runs into an England football legend.

sardsrendptyeauto
(3 words) 

Lee Brockhurst Dry Roasted Nuts

09/03/2021 A place to stay supporting the 
Admiral’s post.

moxymaibb (2 words)

Breidden Hotel Bombay Mix

16/03/2021 You might have to wade through a 
deep pile going up this.

kgipeedclgs (2 words)

Plush Hill Pickled Eggs

23/03/2021 Hostelry where you can rest with the 
pigs for a handful of pebbles.

rdcseatainaslnivrgps 
(4 words)

Stiperstones Inn Salt and Vinegar Crisps

30/03/2021 How did this sea creature end up on 
the Welsh border?

tcoiakgsphrrcns (2 words) 

The Dolphin, Llanymynech Pork Scratchings
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Tuesday Evening Virtual Walking Answers
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  Shrewsbury Mountaineering Club Friends in High Places

Date Meeting Place Grid Ref
06/04/2021 Robin Hood’s Butts, Long Mynd SO431964

13/04/2021 Eastridge Woods, near Habberley SJ392027

20/04/2021 Mitchell’s Fold bend in the road SO302977

27/04/2021 Corbet Wood car park, near Grinshill SJ524237

04/05/2021 The Wharfage, Ironbridge SJ668036

11/05/2021 Motte & Bailey, Pulverbatch SJ422022

18/05/2021 Plush Hill (Jinlye), All Stretton SO451963

25/05/2021 Bridges SO394964
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PLEASE NOTE: Pubs after walks will NOT be frequented unless the advice regarding 
Coronavirus changes.

And last but not least . . . .the winner of  'The pandemic didn’t stop me doing this' 
category in the 2020 photo competition was . . . .

Chairman  Mike  Blakemore  with  his  picture  of  prospective  member  Kate  Bowman 
unexpecedly testing the waterproof qualities of her clothing in the Arans in October ! 

Tuesday Evening Walking Programme
The Rule of 6 will be back in for England from the end of March which means we can 
return to meeting on Tuesday nights and splitting into groups accordingly.

Contact Gareth Egarr for further details

Meet at 7.30pm
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